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Clustering algorithms create groups of objects based on their similarity. As objects are usu-
ally defined by data points, this similarity is commonly measured by a distance function.
When the objects are defined by variables that are intervals, it is more difficult to deter-
mine how to measure the similarity between the objects of the dataset. In this work, we
propose some similarity measures between intervals based on average embedding func-
tions. Using these, new similarity measures between interval-based objects are proposed.
All the proposed similarities are based on measuring the similarity between the objects
variable by variable and then averaging the obtained results to get a single value. By its def-
inition, the objects can be considered as interval-valued fuzzy sets (IVFS), so the similarities
introduced are proved to be valid similarities for IVFS. The measures proposed are used in a
hierarchical clustering algorithm with the aim of grouping the objects of the dataset into
different clusters based on their similarity to interval-valued data. The described process
is applied to real data regarding the Spanish weather in order to cluster the provinces of
Spain based on the interval temperature of each month in 2021, showing different results
that the ones obtained using non-interval-valued data.
� 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under theCCBY-

NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Clustering methods aim to create clusters of objects in a dataset by grouping the objects according to some criterion of
similarity [40]. The purpose of these methods is to minimize intra-group distance and, at the same time, to maximize inter-
group distance [34]. The agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm starts assuming that each object belongs to an indi-
vidual cluster. Then, it performs pairwise comparisons between all the clusters of the dataset in order to measure their sim-
ilarity. This comparison makes possible to determine the two most similar ones, which are grouped together into a single
cluster. This pairwise comparison between clusters is repeated sequentially until all the objects are merged into one single
cluster [22]. The result of the hierarchical clustering algorithm is commonly represented as a tree graph called dendrogram.
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Usually, the number of clusters is determined once the complete dendrogram is built. When this number is set, it is possible
to define the objects in each cluster by using the dendrogram, cutting the tree at the level corresponding to the desired num-
ber of clusters. This presents an advantage in relation with partitioning clustering algorithms, when the number of clusters
must be set beforehand [2].

In the process of creating the groups, this algorithm is classically applied to create clusters of objects from a dataset where
each object is defined by variables which value commonly take a real number. For this reason, the similarity between the
objects can be measured by using point-based distances such as the Euclidean distance. Also it is common to find dataset
of categorical variables, for which distances such as the Jaccard distance are common [19]. In this work, we focus on
interval-valued datasets, for which their objects are defined by a set of variables (all the objects by the same variables) that
take an interval value. In the literature, some clustering methods to deal with this kind of data can be found. For instance,
Lingras andWest [25] propose a version of the k-means algorithm to develop interval clusters of web visitors using rough set
theory. In the same year, de Souza and de Carvalho [11] introduce some methods for clustering with interval data. Those
methods are extensions of the standard dynamic cluster method. They present a version of the adaptive city-block distance
and two algorithms that converge to a value as an effect of the fitting between the kind of representation of the clusters and
the characteristics of the distance functions. Some years later, Chavent et al. [7] propose two methods based also on the
dynamical clustering method. Both methods compare two vectors of intervals, the first one utilizing a distance that is based
on the Hausdorff distance and the second one using a dissimilarity. In addition, methods for fuzzy clustering can be also
found, for example de Carvalho [10] presents two methods, adaptive and non-adaptive fuzzy c-means for partitioning sym-
bolic interval data. Other authors like Guh et al. [17] introduce the use of interval-valued fuzzy relations in order to apply
them to hierarchical clustering. In this case, they not use interval value data, they used matrices formed by interval-
valued fuzzy sets, where the intervals express the value of the similarity between the objects. Researchers as Galdino and
Marciel [14] consider some arithmetic operations between intervals in order to define the Euclidean distance as an interval.
On the other hand, Ramos-Guajardo [32] proposes some methods based on the Jaccard index and on statistical hypothesis
tests. Furthermore, Vo-Van et al. [38] show a clustering algorithm that can automatically choose the number of clusters and
designate the outlier intervals into separated clusters. Then they apply it in detecting the abnormal images, and the images
contaminated with noise.

In some real situations, it could be hard to find the proper value to express some variable or it is not known precisely.
Nevertheless, we can avoid this problem by considering intervals. Interval-valued data has attracted very quickly the atten-
tion of multiple researchers since they could witness their high possibility for diverse applications [24,33,18,39]. In order to
compare intervals, the most used similarities are the Jaccard similarity [19] and the Dice similarity [12].

The fact that many machine learning algorithms require the definition of similarities between the objects motivates an
increasing study of these metrics. It is common to find similarity measures that are fitted to a concrete problems. This can be
seen in many areas like data medicine [37], pattern recognition [27], decision-making [41], approximate reasoning [31],
fuzzy analysis [42], image processing [5], among others. In the literature, it is possible to find several proposals of similarity
functions between objects of a dataset, with different properties and their own strengths and weaknesses. The most common
approach to describe a similarity measure is considering the grade of similarity as a number between 0 and 1, where 0 means
that the objects are not similar while 1 denotes the objects compared are identical. Another interesting point about similarity
measures is that it is not so hard to obtain a distance function by transforming the similarity measure [31,15].

In the seventies Zadeh [43], Grattan-Guinness [16], Jahn [20], and Sambuc [35] introduced independently the concept of
interval-valued fuzzy sets (IVFS). Since then, authors have used them in a diverse fields like, for example, [35] for medical
diagnosis in thyrodian pathology, [1] in convexity, [4] in approximate reasoning, or [8] in logic.

The main aim of this paper is to define new similarity measures in order to apply to hierarchical clustering. In this way,
we propose these new similarity measures between two objects defined by interval variables. It allows to define a similarity
matrix that represents the pairwise similarity between each pair of objects of the dataset. Then, using this similarity matrix,
the hierarchical clustering algorithm can be applied in order to determine the clusters that should be merged together in
each level of the tree. These similarity functions are based on averaging embedding functions proposed by Bouchet et al.
[3]. These embedding functions are a generalization of the notion of subsethood Kabir et al. [23]. Note that the objects defined
by interval variables can be characterized as IVFS. For this reason, the similarities proposed are proved to be valid similarities
for IVFS.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of hierarchical clustering method for creating data parti-
tions. Section 3 presents embedding functions and defines the similarity using the average of these functions. After that, Sec-
tion 4 deals with similarity measures between interval-valued fuzzy sets. To continue, the clustering algorithm with
similarities based on interval-valued data is presented and illustrated with a toy example in Section 5. In Section 6, an appli-
cation to the clustering algorithm using the proposed similarities to interval-valued data of the Spanish temperatures in
2021 is shown. Finally conclusions are drawn in the last section.
2. Hierarchical clustering

Considering a datasetX of objects n, the purpose of any clustering algorithm is to group these objects into ‘ different clus-
ters C. Hard clustering algorithms determine that each object belongs uniquely to one cluster such that C1 [ . . . [ Cm ¼ X.
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Agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithms are a kind of hard clustering algorithm that provides a partition for any num-
ber ‘ of clusters between 1 (i.e. one single cluster that contains the complete dataset) and n (each of the objects in X is a
cluster of one single object). The clustering process is done iteratively starting with each object in a single cluster. Then, these
clusters are merged such that, at each step of the algorithm, the two most similar clusters are combined into one single clus-
ter. For this reason hierarchical clustering algorithms are shown in a binary tree-based representation called dendrogram.
This representation has all the individual clusters on the leaves and a single cluster with the whole dataset on the root of
the tree. The algorithm builds this dendrogram from leaves to root. Then, the dendrogram can be used to group the dataset
into any number of clusters by cutting the tree at the desired level.

How the similarity is measured in order to determine the clusters to merge relies on how the data inX is defined. Usually,
the datasets X are a set of objects, such that each object~xi 2 X is a vector defined by n variables~xi ¼ x1i ; . . . ; x

n
i

� �
with xki 2 R

for 1 6 k 6 n. For this reason, the similarity is commonly measured by means of a distance function, considering that the
closest that two objects are according to the distance, the most similar they are. Although the Euclidean distance is usually
the one used in practice, many variations have been proposed in the literature [6,26,29] and this is still a hot topic in research
due to the impact that this has on the results of the clustering algorithm.

How to measure the similarity between two objects is the first step towards using the algorithm. However, it is necessary
to take into account that, after the first iteration when there is at least one cluster, and after the second (when more than one
cluster may exist) it is necessary to establish how to compare the clusters.

A linkage method is a method to measure the similarity between two clusters. Depending on the linkage method chosen,
the algorithm will result in different sets of clusters [28]. Many linkage methods have been defined in the literature. The sin-
gle linkage method defines the similarity between the cluster as the similarity between the two most similar objects. In the
same fashion complete linkage method uses the distance between the most different objects of the clusters. A step further,
that considers more information, is the average linkage method that computes the average between all pairs of objects in the
dataset. There are also some more elaborated methods such as the centroid, which calculates the centroid of each cluster (i.e.
for each variable the average of all the points that belong to the cluster) and computes the distance between the two clusters
using their centroids. Other methods are based on the variance such as Ward’s method. In the next subsection, hierarchical
clustering for interval-valued data is defined.

2.1. Hierarchical clustering applied to interval-valued data

For objects defined by variables that take real values, the measure of similarity between objects is usually done by com-
puting a distance between the objects. However, for data where each data point is defined by intervals, it is not straightfor-
ward how to measure the similarity between two objects.

Let us denote this kind of datasets by Y where each object zi 2 Y is defined by n variables such that zi ¼ z1i ; . . . ; z
n
i

� �
,

where each variable is an interval zki ¼ zki ; z
k
i

h i
having that zki 6 zki with 1 6 k 6 n. Before starting, we should normalize the

data set in each variable, obtaining that every interval is contained on the unit interval. We will denote as Y 0;1½ � the set of
all normalized intervals. Keeping this idea on mind, we can interpret each object yi 2 Y 0;1½ � as an interval-valued fuzzy set.

Let X be the referential set. An IVFS on X is defined by a mapping a : X ! L 0;1½ �ð Þ such that a xð Þ ¼ a xð Þ; a xð Þ½ �, where
L 0;1½ �ð Þ denotes the family of closed intervals included on the unit interval. Then, it is completely characterized by two map-
pings, a and a, from X into 0;1½ � such that a xð Þ 6 a xð Þ;8x 2 X. We will denote the set of all interval-valued fuzzy sets as
IVFS Xð Þ [36].

Thus, given a dataset Y 0;1½ �, each object yi 2 Y 0;1½ � is defined by a set of n variables, where each variable is an interval

yki ¼ yki ; y
k
i

h i
such that yki 6 yki . We would like to point out that there is a natural relation between Y 0;1½ � and IVFS Xð Þ. If we

identify the variables with the elements of X, every object of Y 0;1½ � could be noticed as an interval-valued fuzzy set on X
and vice versa.

If X ¼ x1; . . . ; xnf g, the interval-valued fuzzy set a has n possible values, a x1ð Þ; . . . ; a xnð Þf g, contained on the unit interval
0;1½ �. From the previous set it is possible to construct a x1ð Þ; . . . ; a xnð Þð Þ such that each object yi with n variables, where

yki ¼ yki ; y
k
i

h i
is the value of the variable k, with 1 6 k 6 n, so yi 2 Y 0;1½ �. Therefore, we identify each a xkð Þ as yki . Let us see

an example.

Example 1. Let us suppose that we have 3 variables and the following object zi 2 Y:
z1i
796
z2i
 z3i
zi
 2;4½ �
 5;7½ �
 4;9½ �
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First, we should normalize the dataset, so the objects are now yi 2 Y 0;1½ �:
y1i
797
y2i
 y3i
yi
 0; 27
� �
3
7 ;

5
7

� �

2
7 ;1
� �
Then, we can construct an IVFS a on X ¼ x1; x2; x3f g as:
x1
 x2
 x3
a
 0; 27
� �
3
7 ;

5
7

� �

2
7 ;1
� �
where a x1ð Þ ¼ 0; 27
� �

and so on.
Thus, to cluster this kind of data, the first step is to define how to measure the similarity between two objects. Therefore,

it is necessary to define a similarity measure. We propose to measure the similarity between two objects using, variable by
variable, similarities based on embedding functions for intervals. Then, the individual similarities obtained for each variable
are averaging to get a single value. By doing this, a similarity matrix S can be obtained comparing every pair of objects
yi; yj 2 Y 0;1½ �, and using S the hierarchical algorithm can be applied with the aim of finding groups in the data. Further details
about how to measure this similarity and to apply the algorithm are given in the next sections.

3. Similarity measures defined based on embedding functions

When dealing with intervals, the notion of embedding is a cornerstone. It is based on a partial order such that, for

a ¼ a; a½ � and b ¼ b; b
h i

; a is contained in b if and only if b 6 a 6 a 6 b. Bouchet et al. [3] proposed some embedding measures

for intervals based on the following definition:

Definition 1. The function E : L 0;1½ �ð Þ � L 0;1½ �ð Þ ! 0;1½ � is an embedding on L 0;1½ �ð Þ, if for any a; b; c 2 L 0;1½ �ð Þ the following
properties are hold:

A1. E a; bð Þ ¼ 1 if and only if a# b
A2. If a \ b ¼ £, then E a; bð Þ ¼ E b; að Þ ¼ 0
A3. If b# c, then E a; bð Þ 6 E a; cð Þ

It should be noticed that an embedding E is not a commutative map, e.g. if a ¼ 0:2;0:3½ � and b ¼ 0;1½ �, then E a; bð Þ ¼ 1 but
E b; að Þmust be different from 1 since b is not included on a. Some embedding functions satisfying Definition 1 are introduced
below. The first one, which is based on the interval width, is Ew. It is defined as follows:
Ew a; bð Þ ¼
1 if w að Þ ¼ 0; a# b

0 if w að Þ ¼ 0; a� b
w a\bð Þ
w að Þ if w að Þ–0

8><
>:
is an embedding for intervals.

Example 2. Consider the intervals 0:2;0:3½ � and 0;1½ �, the embedding Ew a; bð Þ is applied over them showing that
Ew a; bð Þ ¼ Ew 0:2;0:3½ �; 0;1½ �ð Þ ¼ 0:1
0:1 ¼ 1;

Ew b; að Þ ¼ Ew 0;1½ �; 0:2; 0:3½ �ð Þ ¼ 0:1
1 ¼ 0:1;
which shows that embeddings are not commutative.
After constructing embeddings based on the interval width, in [3] it is also developed a method for obtaining interval

embeddings based on implications. Here we present some of these intervals embeddings based on some well-known
implications:

� This embedding applies the Lukasiewicz implication in the endpoints of the interval.
ELK a; bð Þ ¼ 0 if a \ b ¼ £

min 1� bþ a;1� �aþ �b;1
� �

otherwise

(

� Here, the Fodor implication is used to build the following operator
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EFD a; bð Þ ¼

0 if a \ b ¼ £
1 if a# b

max 1� �a; �b
� �

if b < a 6 �b < �a

max 1� b; að Þ if a < b 6 �a < �b

min max 1� �a; �b
� �

;max 1� b; að Þ� �
if b � a

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:
� The Godël implication help to construct this embedding
EGD a; bð Þ ¼

0 if a \ b ¼ £

1 if a# b
�b if b 6 a 6 �b < �a

a otherwise

8>>><
>>>:
� Using the Goguen implication, it is possible to arrive to the following map
EGG a; bð Þ ¼

0 if a \ b ¼ £

1 if a# b
�b
�a if a \ b–£ ^ b ¼ 0

min �b
�a ;

a
b

� 	
otherwise

8>>>><
>>>>:
� The following embedding is based on the Rescher implication
ERS a; bð Þ ¼ 1 if a# b

0 otherwise




Bouchet et al. [3] pointed out that ERS 6 EGD 6 EFD 6 ELK and ERS 6 EGD 6 EGG 6 ELK . However it is not possible to establish
an order relation between EGG and EFD.

Nevertheless, it is plausible to establish a relation between intervals which are included one in each other.

Proposition 1. The embeddings Ew; ELK ; EFD; EGD; EGG and ERS satisfy that given a; b; c 2 L 0;1½ �ð Þ such that a# b# c, then
E c; að Þ 6 E b; að Þ.
Proof. Let the embeddings Ew; ELK ; EFD; EGD; EGG and ERS:

� Ew b; að Þ ¼ w b\að Þ
w bð Þ P w c\að Þ

w cð Þ ¼ Ew c; að Þ
� ELK b; að Þ ¼ min 1� aþ b;1� bþ a;1

� 	
P min 1� aþ c;1� c þ a;1ð Þ ¼ ELK c; að Þ

� EFD
- Case1 if c# a (a ¼ c ¼ b), EFD b; að Þ ¼ EFD c; að Þ
- Case2 if a � c,
- if b ¼ c, thus EFD b; að Þ ¼ EFD c; að Þ
- if b � c, then EFD b; að Þ ¼ min max 1� b; a

� 	
;max 1� a; bð Þ

n o
P min max 1� c; að Þ;max 1� a; cð Þf g ¼ EFD c; að Þ as

1� b P 1� c and b P c.
� EGD
- Case1 if b# a (a ¼ b), EGD b; að Þ ¼ 1 P EGD c; að Þ
- Case2 if b� a and a ¼ b 6 a < b; EGD b; að Þ ¼ a P EGD c; að Þ
- Case3 if b� a and not a ¼ b 6 a < b; EGD b; að Þ ¼ b P EGD c; að Þ
798
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- Case1 if b# a (a ¼ b), EGG b; að Þ ¼ 1 P EGG c; að Þ
- Case2 b ¼ 0 ) b# a ) case 1
- Case3 if a ¼ 0; EGG b; að Þ ¼ a

b
P EGG c; að Þ

- Case4 if b� a; �b– 0 and a – 0; EGG b; að Þ ¼ min b
a ;

a
b

� 	
P EGG c; að Þ
� ERS b; að Þ ¼ 0 ¼ ERS c; að Þ

In addition, it is interesting to analyze E c; að Þ and E c; bð Þ. At a first sight, it seems reasonable that E c; að Þ should be smaller
or equal to E c; bð Þ as c is closer to b than a.

Proposition 2. The embeddings Ew; ELK ; EFD; EGD; EGG and ERS satisfy that given a; b; c 2 L 0;1½ �ð Þ such that a# b# c, then
E c; að Þ 6 E c; bð Þ.
Proof. Let a; b; c 2 L 0;1½ �ð Þ such that a# b# c:

� Ew c; bð Þ ¼ w c\bð Þ
w cð Þ ¼ w bð Þ

w cð Þ P
w að Þ
w cð Þ ¼ w c\að Þ

w cð Þ ¼ Ew c; að Þ
� ELK c; bð Þ ¼ min 1� bþ c;1� c þ b;1

� 	
P min 1� aþ c;1� c þ a;1ð Þ ¼ ELK c; að Þ

� EFD
- Case1 if c# a (a ¼ c ¼ b), EFD c; bð Þ ¼ 1 P EFD c; að Þ
- Case2 if a � c,
� if b ¼ c, thus EFD c; bð Þ ¼ EFD c; að Þ
� if b � c, then EFD c; bð Þ ¼ min max 1� c; b

� 	
;max 1� b; cð Þ

n o
P min max 1� c; að Þ;max 1� a; cð Þf g ¼ EFD c; að Þ because

b P a and 1� b P 1� a.

� EGD
- Case1 if c# b (c ¼ b), EGD c; bð Þ ¼ 1 P EGD c; að Þ
- Case2 if c� b and b ¼ c 6 b < c; EGD c; bð Þ ¼ a P EGD c; að Þ
- Case3 if c� b and not b ¼ c 6 b < c; EGD c; bð Þ ¼ b P EGD c; að Þ
� EGG
- Case1 if c# b (c ¼ b), EGG c; bð Þ ¼ 1 P EGG c; að Þ
- Case2 c ¼ 0 ) c# b ) case 1

- Case3 if b ¼ 0; EGG c; bð Þ ¼ �b
�c P EGG c; að Þ

- Case4 if c� b; �c – 0 and b– 0; EGG c; bð Þ ¼ min c
b ;

b
c

� 	
P EGG c; að Þ
� ERS
- Case1 if c# b (c ¼ b), EGG c; bð Þ ¼ 1 P EGG c; að Þ
- Case2 if c� b ERS c; bð Þ ¼ 0 ¼ ERS c; að Þ

Next, let us recall the definition of similarity function.
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Definition 2. The function S : L 0;1½ �ð Þ � L 0;1½ �ð Þ ! 0;1½ � is a similarity measure for intervals if the following properties hold
for any a; b; c 2 L 0;1½ �ð Þ [9,21]:

S1: 0 6 S a; bð Þ 6 1
S2: S a; bð Þ ¼ S b; að Þ
S3: S a; bð Þ ¼ 1 if and only if a ¼ b
S4: If a# b# c then S a; cð Þ 6 S a; bð Þ and S a; cð Þ 6 S b; cð Þ

We propose the use of embedding function to measure the similarity between two intervals. As it was shown before,
embedding maps are not commutative, so given a and b two intervals, we will consider the average of E a; bð Þ and E b; að Þ
to measure the similarity between a and b.

Proposition 3. Let E be an embedding function. Let SE : L 0;1½ �ð Þ � L 0;1½ �ð Þ ! 0;1½ � be the mean of E a; bð Þ and E b; að Þ, i.e.,
SE a; bð Þ ¼ E a;bð ÞþE b;að Þ

2 . If the embedding satisfies that given a; b; c 2 L 0;1½ �ð Þ such that a# b# c, we have that E c; að Þ 6 E b; að Þ and
E c; að Þ 6 E c; bð Þ, then the operator SE is a similarity function.
Proof. We should check if SE fulfills the axioms for being a similarity function.

� Consider a; b 2 L 0;1½ �ð Þ, then 0 6 SE a; bð Þ 6 1 as 0 6 E a; bð Þ 6 1 and 0 6 E b; að Þ 6 1.
� SE is symmetric by construction.

� SE a; bð Þ ¼ E a;bð ÞþE b;að Þ
2 ¼ 1 () E a; bð Þ ¼ E b; að Þ ¼ 1 () a ¼ b

� For a; b; c 2 L 0;1½ �ð Þ, if a# b# c, then
SE a; cð Þ ¼ E a; cð Þ þ E c; að Þ
2

¼ 1þ E c; að Þ
2

6 1þ E b; að Þ
2

¼ E a; bð Þ þ E b; að Þ
2

¼ SE a; bð Þ

SE a; cð Þ ¼ E a; cð Þ þ E c; að Þ
2

¼ 1þ E c; að Þ
2

6 1þ E c; bð Þ
2

¼ E b; cð Þ þ E c; bð Þ
2

¼ SE b; cð Þ

Therefore, considering the similarity defined using embeddings verified in Proposition 3 we can define the similarities
Sw;SLK ;SFD;SGD;SGG and SRS.

Corollary 1. The operator SE a; bð Þ ¼ E a;bð ÞþE b;að Þ
2 is a similarity function for the embeddings Ew; ELK ; EFD; EGD; EGG and ERS.
Proof. It is evident using Propositions 1 and 2.
Once we have achieved these results, one could wonder what happen when we use an aggregation function instead of the

arithmetic mean. Not every aggregation function generates a similarity measure. For instance, if we consider the maximum
the axiom S3 is not fulfilled as it is shown in the following example.

Example 3. If we consider the interval given in Example 2, it is evident that:
max Ew 0:2;0:3½ �; 0;1½ �ð Þ; Ew 0;1½ �; 0:2;0:3½ �ð Þð Þ ¼ 1
as Ew 0:2; 0:3½ �; 0;1½ �ð Þ ¼ 1, but the intervals are clearly different.
In Section 4, we will use the previous result in order to define the similarity between two IVFS. This similarity will be then

used to compare objects of the dataset Y 0;1½ �.

3.1. An intuitive interpretation of the similarities

Considering the similarities proposed based on embedding functions, let us give an intuition of how these similarities
behave depending on the input intervals in order to contribute towards the explainability of the results obtained with each
function. Consider the following pairs of intervals, that are classified attending to their relation. The possible relations are
graphically represented in Table 1 and are:

� Case1: no overlapping intervals.
� Case2: identical intervals.
� Case3: non empty intersection.
� Case4: different intervals but one interval within another.
� Case5: different intervals but one interval within another, sharing the left endpoint.
� Case6: different intervals but one interval within another, sharing the right endpoint.
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Table 1
Possible relations of a pair of intervals.
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Consider now all the embedding functions Ew; ELK ; EFD; EGD; EGG and ERS, and a (b) an interval representing the top (bot-
tom) interval of each cases proposed in Table 1. On the one hand, if the intersection between them is empty, the result of any
embedding function is always 0 attending to their definitions for a \ b ¼ £. On the other hand, if a and b are the same inter-
val, a ¼ b, then the result of the embedding is 1. Following this, by definition, all the similarities proposed are 1 if both inter-
vals are the same and 0 if there is no intersection between them. Both situations correspond with Case1 and 2 in Table 1.

As the similarities are defined based on the mean of E a; bð Þ and E b; að Þ, as shown in Definition 4, it can be observed that for
all the measures proposed if one of the intervals is contained within the other, a# b or b# awith a – b, the similarity value is
at least 0:5 and moreover never can be 1 (Case4, 5 and 6).

The similarity based on the Rescher embedding is the most restrictive of all the similarities proposed, as it only can be: 0 if
any of the intervals is completely contained within the other (Case1 and 3); 0:5 if one is completely contained in the other
but they are different intervals (Case4, 5 and 6); 1 if both are in the same interval (Case2). The remaining similarities are not
so restrictive.

The width similarity focuses on maximizing the intersection of both intervals. If one interval is contained within the other
(Case4, 5, and 6), the similarity is guaranteed to be greater than 0.5. In this case, the remaining 0.5 depends on the width of
the intervals and which percentage of the larger interval occupies the short one. On the other hand, if none is contained
within the other but they intersect (Case3), the value of the similarity depends on the percentage of overlapping in relation
to the width of both intervals.

The similarity based on the Lukasiewicz embedding can be summarized for Case3, 5 and 6 as 1� ja�bjþja�bj
2 . It should be

noticed that the value of the similarity is increased when the left endpoints are closer or the right endpoints are closer.
For the Case4 we have 0.5 as one interval is inside another plus 1

2 min 1� bþ a;1� �aþ �b
� �

, so the similarity value is larger
when the left or the right endpoints are close between themselves, respectively.

If we consider the similarity using the Fodor similarity, the Case3 is represented by 1
2 max 1� a; b

� 	
þ 1

2 max 1� b; að Þ. For
the cases where one interval is included in the other one, the value is at least 0.5 and the other 0.5 varies depending on
1
2 min max 1� a; b

� 	
;max 1� b; að Þ

n o
. It should be remarked that max 1� a; b

� 	
is increased when a is decreased or b is

increased; and max 1� b; að Þ is increased when b is reduced or a is grown.

Case3 using the Godël similarity is aþa
2 , that is, the middle point of the first interval. When one interval is totally contained,

in Cases 4 and 6 we have that the remaining 0.5 is obtained as a
2, so it grows when a increases; and in the Case5 is obtained as

b
2 which is larger when b is raised.

For the similarity obtainedwith theGoguen embedding, if we consider that all the endpoints are different from0, the Case3

is describedwith 1
2 min b

a ;
a
b

� 	
þ 1

2 min a
b
;
b
a

� 	
. TheCases 4,5 and6,where there is one interval completely included in theother one,

are 0.5 plus 1
2 min b

a ;
a
b

� 	
. In these four cases, the value of the similarity depends on the proportion between the endpoints.

4. Similarity between interval-valued fuzzy sets

In subSection 2.1, we considered an object as an interval-valued fuzzy set in a set X of dimension n. In this way, let us
recall the following definition:

Definition 3. A real function S : IVFS Xð Þ � IVFS Xð Þ ! 0;1½ � is a similarity measure for interval-valued fuzzy sets, for short
IVFS similarity measure, if the following properties hold [44]:

S1: S a; acð Þ ¼ 0 if a is a crisp set
S2: S a; bð Þ ¼ S b; að Þ
S3: S a; bð Þ ¼ 1 if and only if a ¼ b
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S4: If a# b# c then S a; cð Þ 6 S a; bð Þ and S a; cð Þ 6 S b; cð Þ

for any a; b; c 2 IVFS Xð Þ.
After that definition, we can claim that the similarity measures for intervals we are considering could be also similarities

for interval-valued fuzzy sets.

Proposition 4. Sw;SLK ;SFD;SGD;SGG and SRS are IVFS similarity measures when X is a uni-punctual set, i.e., X ¼ xf g.
Proof.

� S1: If a 2 IVFS Xð Þ is a crisp set, it means that for all values the membership value is 0 or 1. As the intersection of 0;0½ � and
1;1½ � is £, then the embedding value is 0.

� S2: Immediate by S2.
� S3: Immediate by S3.
� S4: If a# b# c, we already know that SE a xð Þ; c xð Þð Þ 6 SE a xð Þ; b xð Þð Þ. Now we will study the relation between
SE a xð Þ; c xð Þð Þ andSE b xð Þ; c xð Þð Þ for a fixed x 2 X, so for simplicity we will writeSE a; cð Þ instead of SE a xð Þ; c xð Þð Þ. We have

that SE a; cð Þ ¼ 1þE c;að Þ
2 6 1þE c;bð Þ

2 ¼ SE b; cð Þ as E c; að Þ 6 E c; bð Þ because by Proposition 2 we know that E c; að Þ 6 E c; bð Þ.

The main drawback of the similarity measure SE is that it is only valid when X is uni-punctual.
Taking into account that objects in Y 0;1½ � could be seen as an interval-valued fuzzy set, and these objects have more than

one variable, it is necessary to define how to measure the similarity between two objects.

Definition 4. Consider yi; yj 2 Y 0;1½ �, the object similarity function SE : L 0;1½ �ð Þn � L 0;1½ �ð Þn ! 0;1½ � is
SE yi; yj
� � ¼

Xn
k¼1

SE yki ; y
k
j

� 	
n

:

As it has been stated in Section 4, the objects of Y 0;1½ � are IVFS. Therefore, it is necessary to check if our proposal is a sim-
ilarity measure between any interval-valued fuzzy sets on X of dimension n.
Proposition 5. The operator SE introduced in Definition 4 is an IVFS similarity measure on a set X of dimension n.
Proof. Let us suppose that X ¼ x1; . . . ; xnf g.

� S1: If a 2 IVFS Xð Þ is a crisp set, SE a; acð Þ ¼
Pn

k¼1
SE a xkð Þ;ac xkð Þð Þ

n ¼ 0 as SE a xkð Þ; ac xkð Þð Þ ¼ 0.
� S2: Immediate.
� S3: Immediate.
� S4: If a# b# c, we already know for a fixed xk 2 X that SE a xkð Þ; c xkð Þð Þ 6 SE a xkð Þ; b xkð Þð Þ and
SE c xkð Þ; a xkð Þð Þ 6 SE c xkð Þ; b xkð Þð Þ, with 1 6 k 6 n. Thus,
SE a; cð Þ ¼

Xn
k¼1

SE a xkð Þ; c xkð Þð Þ

n
6

Xn

k¼1

SE a xkð Þ; b xkð Þð Þ

n
¼ SE a; bð Þ as S a xkð Þ; c xkð Þð Þ 6 S c xkð Þ; b xkð Þð Þ

and

SE a; cð Þ ¼

Xn
k¼1

SE a xkð Þ; c xkð Þð Þ

n
6

Xn

k¼1

SE b xkð Þ; c xkð Þð Þ

n
¼ SE b; cð Þ as S a xkð Þ; c xkð Þð Þ 6 S b xkð Þ; c xkð Þð Þ:

In a similar way that it happened with embeddings in Example 3, observe that not every aggregation of similarities is a
similarity measure.
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Example 4. Let us consider the similarity measure defined in Proposition 3 with the width function and the following
intervals:
8

x1
03
x2
A
 [0.2,0.3]
 [0.4,0.6]

B
 [0,1]
 [0.4,0.6]
Ew A xið Þ;B xið Þð Þ
 1
 1

Ew B xið Þ;A xið Þð Þ
 0.1
 1

SEw A xið Þ;B xið Þð Þ
 0.55
 1
However, if we use the maximum as the aggregation function, we obtain that:
SE A;Bð Þ ¼ max SEw A x1ð Þ;B x1ð Þð Þ; SEw A x2ð Þ;B x2ð Þð Þð Þ ¼ 1
which shows that it is not a similarity measure as the axiom S3 is not fulfilled.
In the next section, these similarity measures are applied to hierarchical clustering.

5. Interval hierarchical clustering using SE

Consider a datasetY, in order to apply a hierarchical clustering algorithm, it is necessary to obtain the similarity between
every pair of objects of the dataset. In this work, similarity measures SE based on some embedding functions
(Ew; ELK ; EFD; EGD; EGG and ERS) are considered. Recall that these embedding functions are defined for intervals between 0
and 1. Thus, in order to apply the similarity measuresSE defined using these embedding functions it is necessary to normal-
ize the dataset such that Y is transformed into Y 0;1½ �, where each variable is an interval in range 0;1½ �. If we consider two
objects yi; yj 2 Y 0;1½ �, the similarity between these objects is obtained using the similarity based on the embedding function

variable by variable (see Definition 4). First, the values SE yki ; y
k
j

� 	
with 0 6 k 6 n are obtained for each variable. Then, these

values are aggregated using the mean to obtain a single value SE yi; yj
� �

of the similarity between the two objects.

Using this, it is possible to compare pairwisely all the objects yi; yj 2 Y 0;1½ � and to define a similarity matrix SE of dimension

m�m, such that each element SEij represents the similarity between yi and yj according to SE. It is straightforward that this
matrix is symmetric.

Once the matrix SE is obtained, the clustering algorithm can be applied. At each iteration, this matrix must be considered
to determine the two most similar clusters that will be merged together into one single cluster.

The algorithm obtained from the considerations explained is shown in Algorithm1. This algorithm describes the full pro-
cess and it can be divided into two steps: obtaining the similarity matrix (lines 1 to 9) and using this matrix for creating the
clusters (lines 10 to 14).

Algorithm1 Hierarchical clustering using similarity measures based on embedding functions

Input: Dataset Y 0;1½ � of m objects defined by n intervals
1: Establish the embedding function E in which the similarity will be based
2: Establish the linkage method l
. Define the matrix SE of dimension m�m computing the similarity for each pair of objects

3: for all yi; yj 2 Y 0;1½ � : yi – yj do .For each pair of objects of the dataset
4: for all k 2 1; . . . ;nf gdo .For each variable of the dataset (defined by an interval)

5: skij ¼ SE yki ; y
k
j

� 	
.Measure the similarity of the two objects in that variable

6: end for

7: SE yi; yj
� 	

¼
Pn

k¼1
skij

n .Similarity between two objects

8: SEij ¼ SE yi; yj
� 	

.Update the matrix

9: end for

. Use the similarity matrix SE as input for hierarchical clustering
10: ‘ ¼ m .Initially each object has its own cluster, the algorithm starts with the leaves
11: while ‘ > 0do .Build the tree from bottom to top
12: Determine the two closest clusters using l
13: Merge the closest clusters into one
14: end while

In Example 5, Algorithm 1 is illustrated using Sw and the single linkage method.



Table 2
Interval-valued toy dataset Y representing temperatures given in Example 5 (left) and the same dataset normalizedY 0;1½ �

by column so the intervals of each variable are in range 0;1½ � (right). To obtained the normalized dataset the endpoints of
the intervals are normalized using the maximum right end point and the minimum left endpoint for each variable.
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Example 5. Let us consider the artificial toy dataset shown in Table 2 (left). This dataset contains 6 objects, representing 6
different cities. For each city, two different variables are given: temperature and precipitation. Each of these variables is
defined by an interval showing the minimum and maximum values of the temperature and precipitation respectively for one
week. The dataset (left) is normalized (right) to apply the similarities obtained.

The objects of the dataset are going to be compared using the similarity based on the width embedding function Ew. Let us
denote Sw the similarity matrix with the pairwise comparison between the data using Ew. Notice that, as this matrix is
symmetric, it can be summarized using only tr mð Þ, being tr the triangular number. The first step is to apply the similarity
function variable by variable. Then the final results are aggregated using the average. The results obtained for the pairwise
comparison of each variable are shown below.

The results obtained for each variable shown above must be now aggregated in order to obtain the similarity matrix. This
corresponds to applying Definiton 4. Below are shown the resulting matrix (left) and the results obtained from the aggrega-
tion and the hierarchical clustering resulting from applying the single linkage method (right).
6. Application to real data

In this section, the hierarchical clustering algorithm using the similarity defined between IVFS is applied to the data of the
AEMET (after its Spanish name Agencia Estatal de Meteorología)1, which is the State Meteorological Agency of the Spanish
Government.
1 https://opendata.aemet.es/
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It is usually considered that in Spain there are, broadly speaking, five different types of climates depending on the
location2:

� the climate of the Atlantic coast, which is humid and rainy, usually cold but does not have very extreme temperatures.
� the climate of the central plateau, quite arid and moderately continental, with relatively cold winters and hot summers.
� the Mediterranean climate of the southern and eastern coastal regions which is mild and sunny all the year.
� the mountainous climate of the mountains, more or less cold depending on altitude.
� the climate of the regions of Spain that are close to Africa, mild in winter and very hot in summer.

The aim of this section is to apply the hierarchical clustering algorithm to interval-valued data, check whether any of the
proposed similarity measures are able to detect these different climates, and compare the results using non-interval-valued
data.

6.1. Creation of the dataset

The raw data obtained from the AEMET has been transformed in order to build an interval-valued dataset. For each of the
50 provinces and the two autonomous cities in Spain (Ceuta and Melilla), data has been collected from the daily records of
the AEMET, which register the maximum and minimum temperature of each day in each station. As the number of stations
varies depending on the city, for this dataset we have selected for each province the data corresponding to the capital. Using
this, for each month, the daily data has been aggregated in order to obtain an interval for each month and city. The resulting
dataset Y has m ¼ 52 objects, corresponding as previously said to the 50 provinces and 2 autonomous cities in Spain. Each

object zi 2 Y is defined by n ¼ 12 variables, one for each month of the year. The value of zki ¼ zki ; z
k
i

h i
where zki is the minimum

temperature and zki is the maximum temperature. As explained before, for the data to work with any of the similarity mea-

sures the intervals must be in the range 0;1½ �, therefore the transformation Y 0;1½ � of the dataset must be obtained. The result-
ing dataset is shown in Table 3. The provinces are numerated in alphabetical order and the location of these provinces in the
map is shown in Fig. 2.

A graphical distribution of this data is shown in Fig. 1. Here the intervals of all the objects are shown divided by objects i.e.
provinces. Therefore, each box represents a different province containing 12 lines, one representing the interval for each
month. Similar boxes indicate a similar range of temperatures in the provinces represented.

6.2. Design of the experiments

The aim of this application is to compare the results obtained by the hierarchical clustering algorithm using a classic
approach for objects defined by real variables in relation to the results obtained when the proposed similarity measures
are used for interval-valued data where each object is an IVFS. Therefore, the hierarchical clustering algorithm is applied
in three different problems:

� Create groups based on the minimum temperature of each month in each province.
� Create groups based on the maximum temperature of each month in each province.
� Crete groups based on the interval of minimum and maximum temperatures each month.

For the first and second problems, the Euclidean distance using the linkage methods single, complete and average are
compared. The best linkage method is then used for the interval problem. In the interval problem the clustering is done sev-
eral times, each of them using a different similarity measure of the ones proposed in this work.

6.3. Validation of the clusters

Despite its popularity, validation for clustering algorithms remains a difficult problem, making the evaluation of the
results obtained very complicated. This is due to the lack of knowledge about the real groups of the data. When the real
grouping is unknown, internal clustering validations metrics are applied, as they only use information regarding the char-
acteristics of the clusters obtained in order to get quantitative results that makes the comparison between different parti-
tions possible.

The Dunn index [13] is an internal clustering validation measure that is based on the distance between each of the objects
in the clusters in relation to the objects in other clusters. To this aim, the minimum pairwise distance of two objects in two
different clusters is taken as the inter-cluster separation (min.separation). Then, for each cluster, the distance between each
pair of objects in the same cluster is considered in order to obtain the maximal intra-cluster distance (max.diameter) as a
measure of compactness. Using this the Dunn Index is computed as follows:
2 Iberian climate atlas:https://www.aemet.es/es/conocermas/recursos_en_linea/publicaciones_y_estudios/publicaciones/detalles/Atlas-climatologico
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Table 3
Interval-valued data created from the AEMET data of years 2021 with the minimum and maximum temperatures of each province selecting the closest station to the province capital.

January February March April May June July August September October November December

1 Álava [0.21, 0.57] [0.32, 0.60] [0.25, 0.66] [0.28, 0.64] [0.33,0.75] [0.39, 0.81] [0.40,0.86] [0.41, 0.86] [0.42,0.82] [0.29,0.68] [0.30, 0.56] [0.30, 0.59]
2 Albacete [0.14, 0.62] [0.32, 0.64] [0.30, 0.65] [0.33, 0.66] [0.42,0.78] [0.51, 0.83] [0.51,0.88] [0.52, 0.95] [0.49,0.80] [0.38,0.73] [0.31, 0.63] [0.29, 0.62]
3 Alicante [0.33, 0.76] [0.40, 0.68] [0.40, 0.69] [0.41, 0.75] [0.50,0.85] [0.56, 0.79] [0.60,0.89] [0.61, 0.90] [0.56,0.82] [0.49,0.76] [0.41, 0.72] [0.39, 0.68]
4 Almeria [0.30, 0.72] [0.35, 0.69] [0.36, 0.67] [0.40, 0.68] [0.42,0.81] [0.51, 0.83] [0.56,0.92] [0.55, 0.92] [0.51,0.78] [0.45,0.74] [0.32, 0.71] [0.35, 0.73]
5 Asturias [0.28, 0.59] [0.35, 0.64] [0.32, 0.73] [0.33, 0.63] [0.38,0.68] [0.45, 0.72] [0.49,0.74] [0.49, 0.73] [0.46,0.79] [0.41,0.72] [0.35, 0.57] [0.32, 0.63]
6 Ávila [0.15, 0.60] [0.28, 0.57] [0.25, 0.62] [0.29, 0.60] [0.35,0.74] [0.42, 0.78] [0.44,0.87] [0.46, 0.89] [0.41,0.75] [0.33,0.68] [0.28, 0.53] [0.28, 0.61]
7 Badajoz [0.24, 0.58] [0.33, 0.62] [0.30, 0.77] [0.37, 0.72] [0.36,0.86] [0.43, 0.87] [0.49,0.93] [0.50, 0.96] [0.46,0.88] [0.40,0.77] [0.31, 0.64] [0.30, 0.61]
8 Barcelona [0.34, 0.64] [0.43, 0.61] [0.40, 0.59] [0.43, 0.62] [0.47,0.69] [0.57, 0.76] [0.58,0.75] [0.59, 0.79] [0.55,0.74] [0.50,0.68] [0.39, 0.65] [0.38, 0.63]
9 Burgos [0.09, 0.56] [0.28, 0.57] [0.24, 0.68] [0.26, 0.63] [0.35,0.79] [0.39, 0.81] [0.40,0.86] [0.39, 0.89] [0.37,0.79] [0.28,0.69] [0.24, 0.53] [0.24, 0.55]
10 Cáceres [0.24, 0.58] [0.35, 0.60] [0.32, 0.69] [0.38, 0.68] [0.40, 0.81] [0.48, 0.84] [0.51, 0.90] [0.53, 0.96] [0.49, 0.84] [0.42, 0.74] [0.34, 0.61] [0.35, 0.61]
11 Cádiz [0.37, 0.59] [0.47, 0.62] [0.44, 0.66] [0.51, 0.67] [0.51, 0.74] [0.57, 0.77] [0.59, 0.79] [0.60, 0.86] [0.59, 0.79] [0.53, 0.74] [0.42, 0.66] [0.43, 0.63]
12 Cantabria [0.35, 0.60] [0.41, 0.64] [0.39, 0.74] [0.39, 0.70] [0.42, 0.65] [0.48, 0.68] [0.52, 0.66] [0.52, 0.70] [0.51, 0.81] [0.46, 0.71] [0.39, 0.59] [0.38, 0.63]
13 Castellón [0.32, 0.73] [0.42, 0.68] [0.38, 0.64] [0.39, 0.66] [0.49, 0.81] [0.56, 0.82] [0.57, 0.80] [0.58, 0.87] [0.55, 0.78] [0.49, 0.77] [0.40, 0.71] [0.40, 0.68]
14 Ceuta [0.39, 0.65] [0.45, 0.62] [0.42, 0.65] [0.50, 0.67] [0.51, 0.78] [0.54, 0.79] [0.58, 0.83] [0.60, 0.89] [0.58, 0.80] [0.54, 0.74] [0.44, 0.69] [0.46, 0.62]
15 Ciudad Real [0.22, 0.62] [0.31, 0.63] [0.31, 0.71] [0.37, 0.67] [0.42, 0.82] [0.49, 0.85] [0.54, 0.92] [0.55, 0.95] [0.49, 0.82] [0.39, 0.73] [0.31, 0.60] [0.31, 0.56]
16 Córdoba [0.28, 0.64] [0.34, 0.63] [0.31, 0.71] [0.39, 0.69] [0.38, 0.78] [0.46, 0.84] [0.50, 0.93] [0.51, 0.98] [0.49, 0.83] [0.44, 0.74] [0.29, 0.61] [0.33, 0.65]
17 Cuenca [0.15, 0.57] [0.31, 0.61] [0.29, 0.64] [0.30, 0.65] [0.38, 0.75] [0.45, 0.81] [0.47, 0.89] [0.48, 0.93] [0.42, 0.79] [0.34, 0.71] [0.29, 0.59] [0.27, 0.64]
18 Gerona [0.25, 0.61] [0.32, 0.63] [0.29, 0.64] [0.31, 0.67] [0.39, 0.78] [0.50, 0.84] [0.51, 0.90] [0.52, 0.87] [0.48, 0.80] [0.40, 0.71] [0.29, 0.64] [0.29, 0.63]
19 Granada [0.22, 0.65] [0.29, 0.62] [0.25, 0.69] [0.33, 0.71] [0.36, 0.80] [0.45, 0.85] [0.48, 0.93] [0.51, 0.97] [0.43, 0.86] [0.37, 0.77] [0.26, 0.62] [0.27, 0.65]
20 Guadalajara [0.15, 0.59] [0.34, 0.62] [0.28, 0.68] [0.33, 0.67] [0.39, 0.78] [0.47, 0.82] [0.48, 0.89] [0.48, 0.92] [0.45, 0.80] [0.36, 0.71] [0.32, 0.61] [0.30, 0.59]
21 Guipuzcoa [0.31, 0.57] [0.40, 0.65] [0.35, 0.71] [0.36, 0.69] [0.40, 0.76] [0.47, 0.77] [0.49, 0.72] [0.50, 0.71] [0.49, 0.80] [0.43, 0.70] [0.37, 0.58] [0.36, 0.64]
22 Huelva [0.30, 0.64] [0.38, 0.64] [0.38, 0.74] [0.46, 0.71] [0.43, 0.82] [0.51, 0.85] [0.53, 0.89] [0.55, 0.93] [0.52, 0.83] [0.48, 0.79] [0.36, 0.70] [0.36, 0.66]
23 Huesca [0.16, 0.54] [0.28, 0.57] [0.27, 0.64] [0.28, 0.65] [0.31, 0.69] [0.39, 0.79] [0.42, 0.85] [0.42, 0.87] [0.39, 0.76] [0.31, 0.66] [0.28, 0.57] [0.25, 0.57]
24 Islas Baleares [0.36, 0.67] [0.42, 0.64] [0.41, 0.67] [0.42, 0.70] [0.51, 0.76] [0.57, 0.83] [0.62, 0.81] [0.63, 0.86] [0.60, 0.81] [0.52, 0.73] [0.44, 0.69] [0.41, 0.66]
25 Jaén [0.28, 0.61] [0.38, 0.65] [0.34, 0.73] [0.43, 0.70] [0.41, 0.79] [0.51, 0.85] [0.57, 0.92] [0.56, 0.97] [0.53, 0.86] [0.46, 0.74] [0.32, 0.61] [0.35, 0.63]
26 La Coruña [0.35, 0.57] [0.41, 0.64] [0.40, 0.72] [0.40, 0.66] [0.41, 0.67] [0.47, 0.70] [0.52, 0.76] [0.53, 0.73] [0.49, 0.81] [0.45, 0.71] [0.43, 0.58] [0.41, 0.63]
27 La Rioja [0.26, 0.60] [0.32, 0.61] [0.30, 0.66] [0.32, 0.68] [0.35, 0.79] [0.46, 0.84] [0.47, 0.90] [0.47, 0.92] [0.45, 0.78] [0.32, 0.69] [0.28, 0.57] [0.32, 0.58]
28 Las Palmas [0.52, 0.70] [0.49, 0.68] [0.55, 0.71] [0.57, 0.69] [0.58, 0.68] [0.59, 0.74] [0.60, 0.74] [0.61, 0.75] [0.62, 0.72] [0.60, 0.72] [0.55, 0.68] [0.54, 0.70]
29 León [0.19, 0.56] [0.27, 0.55] [0.25, 0.64] [0.28, 0.63] [0.33, 0.75] [0.39, 0.77] [0.42, 0.81] [0.41, 0.84] [0.40, 0.77] [0.35, 0.68] [0.28, 0.58] [0.28, 0.58]
30 Lleida [0.22, 0.62] [0.33, 0.63] [0.30, 0.68] [0.32, 0.70] [0.42, 0.81] [0.49, 0.88] [0.51, 0.90] [0.51, 0.92] [0.48, 0.82] [0.37, 0.74] [0.29, 0.63] [0.29, 0.61]
31 Lugo [0.24, 0.55] [0.29, 0.62] [0.27, 0.73] [0.29, 0.65] [0.30, 0.76] [0.35, 0.77] [0.41, 0.79] [0.43, 0.78] [0.41, 0.81] [0.35, 0.71] [0.29, 0.59] [0.26, 0.62]
32 Madrid [0.20, 0.58] [0.38, 0.58] [0.32, 0.66] [0.36, 0.65] [0.41, 0.77] [0.50, 0.81] [0.51, 0.88] [0.51, 0.92] [0.47, 0.78] [0.42, 0.69] [0.33, 0.58] [0.33, 0.56]
33 Málaga [0.35, 0.72] [0.42, 0.67] [0.39, 0.70] [0.48, 0.74] [0.49, 0.86] [0.53, 0.85] [0.60, 0.95] [0.60, 0.87] [0.55, 0.86] [0.51, 0.76] [0.40, 0.74] [0.41, 0.68]
34 Melilla [0.40, 0.64] [0.44, 0.64] [0.43, 0.64] [0.48, 0.69] [0.51, 0.79] [0.56, 0.76] [0.61, 0.86] [0.59, 0.90] [0.58, 0.78] [0.54, 0.72] [0.45, 0.69] [0.44, 0.64]
35 Murcia [0.30, 0.74] [0.40, 0.69] [0.35, 0.70] [0.42, 0.74] [0.48, 0.85] [0.54, 0.85] [0.60, 0.97] [0.62, 1.00] [0.55, 0.85] [0.49, 0.78] [0.36, 0.72] [0.37, 0.70]
36 Navarra [0.24, 0.58] [0.30, 0.62] [0.30, 0.68] [0.32, 0.66] [0.37, 0.78] [0.44, 0.81] [0.47, 0.88] [0.47, 0.91] [0.46, 0.83] [0.36, 0.70] [0.31, 0.56] [0.30, 0.57]
37 Orense [0.23, 0.60] [0.31, 0.63] [0.29, 0.75] [0.34, 0.72] [0.34, 0.80] [0.40, 0.83] [0.46, 0.88] [0.46, 0.87] [0.44, 0.86] [0.39, 0.76] [0.32, 0.63] [0.30, 0.63]
38 Palencia [0.18, 0.53] [0.29, 0.55] [0.26, 0.66] [0.27, 0.63] [0.33, 0.76] [0.39, 0.77] [0.39, 0.83] [0.42, 0.87] [0.41, 0.81] [0.30, 0.67] [0.27, 0.51] [0.27, 0.53]
39 Pontevedra [0.29, 0.53] [0.34, 0.63] [0.35, 0.74] [0.38, 0.68] [0.37, 0.70] [0.42, 0.79] [0.47, 0.83] [0.49, 0.82] [0.48, 0.75] [0.43, 0.73] [0.34, 0.62] [0.39, 0.63]
40 Salamanca [0.19, 0.60] [0.31, 0.61] [0.29, 0.72] [0.32, 0.65] [0.37, 0.77] [0.45, 0.80] [0.47, 0.85] [0.48, 0.90] [0.43, 0.82] [0.35, 0.71] [0.30, 0.56] [0.29, 0.62]
41 Santa Cruz de Tenerife [0.51, 0.69] [0.49, 0.67] [0.52, 0.75] [0.55, 0.71] [0.56, 0.77] [0.57, 0.77] [0.60, 0.79] [0.62, 0.85] [0.61, 0.77] [0.58, 0.75] [0.56, 0.71] [0.52, 0.71]
42 Segovia [0.19, 0.57] [0.32, 0.57] [0.27, 0.63] [0.27, 0.63] [0.36, 0.73] [0.42, 0.78] [0.43, 0.87] [0.44, 0.89] [0.37, 0.77] [0.36, 0.68] [0.28, 0.52] [0.29, 0.65]
43 Sevilla [0.29, 0.65] [0.36, 0.66] [0.33, 0.76] [0.44, 0.74] [0.41, 0.83] [0.50, 0.89] [0.55, 0.96] [0.54, 0.99] [0.53, 0.90] [0.47, 0.81] [0.32, 0.67] [0.34, 0.68]
44 Soria [0.15, 0.55] [0.28, 0.57] [0.25, 0.64] [0.28, 0.63] [0.32, 0.71] [0.40, 0.76] [0.43, 0.85] [0.41, 0.89] [0.40, 0.76] [0.29, 0.68] [0.27, 0.59] [0.26, 0.62]
45 Tarragona [0.32, 0.73] [0.39, 0.67] [0.38, 0.68] [0.39, 0.73] [0.46, 0.81] [0.52, 0.87] [0.57, 0.89] [0.56, 0.91] [0.53, 0.81] [0.43, 0.74] [0.38, 0.64] [0.35, 0.68]
46 Teruel [0.00, 0.63] [0.28, 0.64] [0.26, 0.66] [0.29, 0.66] [0.37, 0.75] [0.43, 0.81] [0.44, 0.86] [0.45, 0.93] [0.40, 0.78] [0.31, 0.72] [0.26, 0.60] [0.23, 0.63]
47 Toledo [0.11, 0.59] [0.33, 0.63] [0.31, 0.69] [0.35, 0.69] [0.41, 0.82] [0.47, 0.86] [0.49, 0.94] [0.52, 0.97] [0.47, 0.83] [0.39, 0.72] [0.32, 0.61] [0.31, 0.60]
48 Valencia [0.32, 0.70] [0.43, 0.67] [0.39, 0.70] [0.42, 0.69] [0.51, 0.83] [0.57, 0.79] [0.60, 0.90] [0.61, 0.89] [0.55, 0.79] [0.51, 0.77] [0.40, 0.73] [0.41, 0.67]
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Table 3 (continued)

January February March April May June July August September October November December

49 Valladolid [0.21, 0.56] [0.30, 0.59] [0.28, 0.70] [0.30, 0.66] [0.37, 0.79] [0.44, 0.81] [0.46, 0.86] [0.47, 0.90] [0.44, 0.82] [0.34, 0.71] [0.29, 0.55] [0.29, 0.55]
50 Vizcaya [0.29, 0.61] [0.38, 0.64] [0.32, 0.74] [0.33, 0.70] [0.38, 0.77] [0.44, 0.82] [0.47, 0.83] [0.49, 0.74] [0.48, 0.89] [0.40, 0.75] [0.37, 0.62] [0.33, 0.69]
51 Zamora [0.21, 0.59] [0.31, 0.58] [0.29, 0.71] [0.30, 0.66] [0.37, 0.80] [0.45, 0.82] [0.46, 0.87] [0.47, 0.89] [0.42, 0.81] [0.35, 0.69] [0.30, 0.57] [0.27, 0.56]
52 Zaragoza [0.08, 0.60] [0.32, 0.66] [0.26, 0.67] [0.31, 0.65] [0.40, 0.78] [0.44, 0.85] [0.46, 0.90] [0.47, 0.93] [0.41, 0.81] [0.31, 0.73] [0.26, 0.58] [0.24, 0.57]
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Fig. 1. Interval distribution of temperatures of the 52 provinces of Spain by month.

Fig. 2. Provinces of Spain, numbered in alphabetical order.
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DunnIndex ¼ min:separation
max:diameter

:

If the clusters obtained are compact and a well-separated partition, then the diameter of the clusters is expected to be
small and the distance between the clusters should be large. Therefore, the larger the value obtained for the Dunn Index,
the better.

Note that, in order to apply this index it is necessary, in the classical sense to measure the distances. In this work we
applied the index using the dissimilarities from the similarities that matches how the clusters were created. The similarities
proposed in this work are thus transformed to dissimilarities measures [30] such that the dissimilarity between two objects
is considered equal to 1 minus the similarity between the objects.
6.4. Results

The results obtained for the dataset, experiments and validation described in the previous sections are shown below. First
of all, Fig. 3 presents the results obtained applying the linkage methods only to the minimum temperature (left endpoints of
808



Fig. 3. Clustering results obtained with the single, complete and average methods for the minimum (left) and maximum (right) temperatures of the
weather in Spain 2021 by month.
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the intervals, shown in the left column) and to the maximum temperature (right endpoints of the intervals, shown in the
right column). This means that the hierarchical clustering algorithm is applied to real data. In this case, we can observe that
the linkage method visibly performs worse than the other ones.

The values of the Dunn Index obtained for these partitions are given in Table 4. It can be observed that the partition that
leads to the best value of the Dunn Index for both problems is that created with the average linkage method. For this reason,
this linkage method is selected and used to explore the results obtained with the similarities based on embedding functions
proposed in this work.
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Table 4
Results obtained using the hierarchical clustering algorithm using non interval valued data and the Euclidean distance to measure the similarity between the
clusters. Two different problems are considered: group the provinces based on its 1) minimum temperature and 2) maximum temperature.

Minimum Maximum

Single 0.2261 0.1009
Complete 0.1464 0.1973
Average 0.2563 0.2444

Fig. 4. Clustering results obtained with the average using the different similarity measures proposed in order to group the provinces attending to the
weather considering the interval temperatures of each province in Spain 2021 by month.
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Table 5
Results obtained using the hierarchical clustering algorithm using interval valued data and different similarities.

Width Lukasiewicz Goguen Godel Fodor Rescher

Average 0.3086 0.3855 0.4505 0.7536 0.6636 0.5652
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The results obtained applying the linkage method with all the similarities proposed based on embeddings following Algo-
rithm 1 in order to cluster the provinces using the intervals of the temperatures for each month are now discussed. The maps
obtained for the partitions created using different embedding functions are shown in Fig. 4. The metric of the Dunn index for
these is shown in Table 5. Notice how this metric shows that the clusters are better shaped in relation to the ones obtained
considering real data.

In contrast to the results obtained using hierarchical clustering, most of these maps show how the algorithm using
interval-valued data and the metrics proposed works better at identifying the Mediterranean coast. The fact that these sim-
ilarity measures take into account both extremes of the interval instead of only one of the values helps to this aim. To com-
ment a few, the width similarity function, taking into account the overlapping of two intervals, benefits the creation of
clusters between those provinces that have a similar shape in Fig. 1. With this it identifies all the coasts of the peninsula
and different weather in the Canary Islands, which ranges are very different. Lukasiewic is also able to do this as it bases
its similarity in the mean between the difference of the maximum temperatures and minimum temperatures. The Rescher
function creates more exotic groups. Recall that this measure was more strict, benefiting those intervals that are completely
embedded into another.
7. Discussion

In the last years, the use of similarity functions has been increased in order to compare intervals, being Jaccard and Dice
similarities the most common measures used in the literature. However, in some circumstances these measures could be
helpless [23,45]. In this way, we propose the use of averaging embeddings to define similarity measures.

In this paper, we have analyzed the behavior of the proposed similarities in SubSection 3.1. In case there is no intersection
between the intervals, the value of the similarity is 0 while when one interval is completely included in the other one, the
similarity value is at least 0:5. Depending on the context, we should choose the embedding used to define the similarity
based on its strengths and limitations. For instance, the similarity based on the Rescher embedding has important limitations
which have been studied and described in the previous section.

The functions reviewed from the theoretical point of view are then used to measure the similarities between objects in an
algorithm of hierarchical clustering, which can be used on data having each variable defined by intervals. The methodology
proposed in Algorithm 1 does not variate the complexity of the classic hierarchical clustering algorithm, as the only part
modified regards the computing of the similarity measures between the objects of the dataset, and this also must be com-
puted using any other measure.

The clustering algorithm proposed is applied to real data of the Spanish weather, having for each province and month the
range of minimum and maximum temperatures. The results show that the use of averaging functions are useful for identi-
fying more precise information in comparison with the traditional measures that only take one number of the interval as
representative. Of course, among the similarities based on averaging embeddings, appear also different behaviors. For these
reasons, in the case these would be applied to different datasets, they must be compared using validation measures in order
to select the one that yields to the best partitions, as has been done in this paper using the Dunn Index.
8. Conclusion

In this work we point out that interval-valued data could be noticed as interval-valued fuzzy sets. This point of view
allows the comparison of the objects of an interval-valued dataset treating them as IVFS. Keeping this idea in mind, we pro-
pose similarity measures for intervals based on average embeddings that allow us to define new similarity measures for IVFS.
With them, it is possible to build similarity matrices for objects of interval-valued datasets. This similarity matrix allows the
use of the hierarchical clustering algorithm for data defined using interval-valued data, where each object is defined as a set
of interval-valued variables. As following the hierarchical clustering algorithm the clusters are created based on similarity
measures, the measures proposed can be applied in order to obtain clusters of IVFS. This method is applied to a real problem
in order to group the provinces of Spain based on their range temperature. The results show that better results are reached
when considering the interval data than when considering the extremes by themselves, as more information can be used in
order to create the clusters in the first case.

In the future, we would like to develop a more general approach, involving an arbitrary aggregation function, and then
study the properties that aggregation functions must satisfy in order to obtain new similarity measures.
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